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Chairman’s News – September 2017 

By Terrence Marx 

Another month has come and gone, and what a month it hasn’t been. The discussion at the SGM, which 
was held on 13th August, was frank and open and the committee appreciates the feedback received. A lot 
of things were raised which will be used as guidance for the committee for the rest of the year. 

Jimmy is in the final stages of completing the bridge over the "Trolley River" and I had an opportunity to 
view the painting work a couple of weekends back and it is looking good. I know there are a number of 
other little things he is planning for the bridge and I am looking forward to seeing the final product. Thank 
you for your efforts so far, Jimmy. Special thanks also to Niel and ColinTT and Kobus for the construction 
work and design of the bridge structure as well. 

We held a very successful swap meet on 26th August and it was pleasing to see so many club members 
present. Our swap meet has for a long time been the biggest swap meet in Gauteng, and, I suspect, in the 
country. I saw a lot of things that I really wanted, but sanity had to prevail and I think that is the general 
impression of all those present. A big thanks to the guys who came in at 06:30 to help set up. The 
committee and the dealers appreciate the hard work you put in in that regard. Also, thank you to those who 
helped with the break-up afterwards, and the guys running trains for the public benefit.  I would also like to 
express my appreciation to ColinTT and the team for making it the success that it was.  All of the dealers I 
spoke to have already indicated that they will be here for the December swap meet, which is again looking 
to be a bumper one. 
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Please remember we have an EMRIG WhatsApp group. The group is a handy way to pass on information to 
club members and to ask questions. The committee members, except for Dave W, are available through the 
group as well as guys who are professionals in many aspects of the hobby. I encourage you to make use of 
this service. Niel Wilson can add you to the group if you are not on it, and you can find his e-mail address on 
the club website. For those that don't have it, no problem, WhatsApp is not compulsory, and important 
announcements will always be sent out via e-mail as normal procedure. 

Also, please diarise the layout maintenance day which EMRIG will be hosting on Sunday 10th September. 
For those of you who are unsure about how to build a layout, the hands-on repairs, under the guidance of 
those who know what to do, will be a great learning experience for you, so come and learn. Niel will have 
sent out notices in this regard already, and tea / coffee and cookies will also be provided. 

Die betrokkenheid van al die klublede is belangrik vir die bestuur en die voortbestaan van die klub. As daar 
enigsins maniere is waar lede voel ons kan verbeter, of enige voorstelle is wat lede wil maak, kan julle gerus 
met enige van die komiteelede kontak maak of sommer direk met my. 

Keep them wheels rolling! 

Terrence 

 

Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

Welcome To New Members 

Again we received two new members joining the club last month – Margaret Wynne and Richard Mustoe.  

Welcome to you two!  We look forward to having you around as active members of the club! 

Key Duty Roster – Looking for more Volunteers Please! 

Two of our current roster members are no longer able to do their duties.  We need more members to step 

up to the plate and do Key Duties, please!  Wednesdays as well as Saturdays.  You will receive training in 

how to power-up the DCC Layouts if you do not already know how.  See Margaret’s advert a little later on…. 

Turning the Layouts On and Off 

There have been a number of instances where the Layouts have been left ON between running sessions!  

Not only does this waste electricity, and place unnecessary wear on the items left on, but it also exposes 

the system to damage due to power surges (this will be particularly pertinent as we go back into summer 

thunder-storm activity).  PLEASE, the Key Duty Person (note the gender-inclusive language!) MUST ensure 

that the whole system is properly Powered-Down and turned OFF, in order to reduce risk of damage to the 

system.  A copy of the Power-Up and Down Procedure is now stuck on the pillar inside the HO Layout, in 

case anyone needs to refer to it, with an additional “carry around” sheet also available for easy reference. 
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Layout Maintenance Workshop  

 There is a constant need for care and maintenance work on the layout (cleaning, repair work, upgrades, 

etc.).  To put this into effect we will be holding our next club workshop day on Sunday 10th September.  

Make sure that you are there, wear your working clothes, and bring your toolbox with you! 

Layout Maintenance Register 

There is a book on the table within the HO layout, where maintenance issues with the layouts need to be 

logged.  Niel has asked that, if you place a yellow dot (thanks for that great idea, Jimmy!) at a spot on the 

layout that requires attention of some sort, you please number the dot according to the next register num-

ber, and write a description of the problem into the register.  Then he has some idea of what he needs to 

be looking for at that identified position!...   

Layout Visits 

There is a Layout Visit scheduled for this month – on Sunday 17th September, to Ralph Davey’s layout.  

Ralph is based in Alberton, and models Southern Pacific.  ColinTT will be sending out an email with more 

details in due course.  Please guys, let’s see a lot more of you attending this one than the previous visits…  

Shirts, Caps, Mugs, Badges 

The club has ordered some more shirts and caps, as well as mugs and metal and cloth badges with the club 

emblem.  If you need a shirt or cap, or another one!, please let Jan Kruger or ColinTT know, and what size 

shirt you require.  Mugs will be available, and you can keep these at the club (if you are one who makes tea 

/ coffee while running your trains) or at home.  And the badges will be ideal to add to your collection of 

cap-badges or to sew onto your campfire blanket or your leathers!  These items are all available from Jan. 

Prices are as follows: 

Shirts   S – L R260,00 XL – 2XL R285,00  3XL – 5XL R315,00 

Caps   R70,00  Mugs  R55,00 

Metal Badges  R40,00  Cloth Badges R65,00 

Locomotive “Address” Conflicts 

Please remember always to make use of the white board mounted on the wall in the HO layout inner space 

each time you arrive to run trains, to register your loco address(es) in order that potential address conflicts 

can be identified should this occur.  If conflicting numbers are identified, one of the locos will then need to 

be re-programmed to a different address, or else they should be run one at a time.     

Name Tags for 2017 

Some members have paid their subs for 2017, their 2017 name tags have been issued, but they 

have not yet been collected.  For those members, please collect your name tags.  They are in a 

small plastic container on the table in the centre of the HO layout at the club. 
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Special General Meeting August 2017 – Report Back 

By Brian Dawson 

EMRIG held a Special General Meeting on 13th August 2017.  The meeting was called by the Committee, 

following the resignations of Terrence Marx as Secretary, and then Jimmy Mattushek as Chairman, primarily 

to provide an opportunity to clear the air following these resignations, and provide an opportunity for these 

gentlemen to explain their positions should they wish to do so.  Also placed on the agenda for the SGM 

were the Introduction of Club Rules and Operating Procedures, Module Construction Standards, as well as 

the club’s Tenancy in Shop 23 at Northmead Mall. 

Committee Matters 

Both Jimmy and Terrence had resigned, and had been asked to reconsider and withdraw their resignations.  

Jimmy was emphatic that he intended to stick by his resignation.  Terrence had since withdrawn his 

resignation letter, and had returned to his position as Secretary at the previous Committee meeting. 

Following Jimmy’s resignation, Colin Tanner-Tremaine, as the Past Chairman, took over as Interim Chairman. 

Jimmy explained to the meeting that he had resigned due to his integrity having been questioned early in 

his tenancy as chairman, and most recently due to criticism of his leadership / management style, with him 

having allegedly been called “dictatorial”.   

The integrity issue had arisen over an attempt to scam the club, with (it was subsequently established) an 

employee of FNB having taken advantage of the recent changes in the chairman and treasurer positions at 

the club following the AGM in January, attempting to have funds diverted from the club account to some 

other account, through the use of an email instruction to the treasurer purporting to have come from 

Jimmy.  It was later ascertained that the email address was NOT Jimmy’s, and that Jimmy had absolutely 

nothing to do with the issue.  But Jimmy was most upset with the way in which the initial enquiry had been 

handled, in which he said his integrity was called into question and he had felt insulted.  That issue had 

since been dealt with and the persons involved had apologised, but this had left Jimmy upset. 

During July, Jimmy had felt the need to draw up a Procedure for the Construction and Submission of 

Modules to the club, prompted by what he foresaw as a looming problem, with large modules presently 

under construction and apparently nowhere to accommodate them. He wanted members intending to 

produce modules to first submit conceptual designs to the Committee for approval.  He drafted the 

Procedure, and distributed it by email to the Committee members, requesting feedback.  Terrence had 

reacted negatively to the proposed Procedure, seeing it as Jimmy being prescriptive, and had accused 

Jimmy of being “dictatorial”, and had then tendered his resignation.  In response, Jimmy felt that he did not 

want to continue as chairman of the club, and would rather just continue as an ordinary club member.   

Terrence explained that he and Jimmy had been at loggerheads over a number of small issues since they 

had taken on their respective Committee roles at the beginning of the year.  They had been minor issues, 

but there had been many of them, and he felt unhappy serving as Secretary under Jimmy’s chairmanship. 
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When he received the Modules Procedure, he had reacted precipitously, quite possibly over-reacting, but 

he felt that he could not continue to work with Jimmy.  With Jimmy declining to withdraw his resignation, 

Terrence, when requested to do so by committee members, had then withdrawn his resignation. 

ColinTT, as immediate Past Chairman, had taken up the reigns as Interim Chairman.  However, he is back in 

full-time employment, and no longer has the time and energy to run the club.  He wished to stand aside as 

Interim Chairman (but could continue on the Committee as Past Chairman).  He proposed that Terrence 

Marx be elected as the new Chairman. Other nominations were called for, but none of the other members 

proposed were prepared to stand, and Terrence was thus duly elected as the new Chairman, unopposed. 

With the Secretary position now vacant, Margaret Wynne was proposed to take over the Secretarial role.  

Again there were no other persons willing to accept nomination, and Margaret was duly elected.  

Certain members queried the relevance of and need for the position of Past Chairman on the Committee.  

This position had been created through an amendment to the Constitution at the January 2017 AGM.  

ColinTT explained that the position had been created so that he would have a vehicle through which to pass 

on his experience with running the club essentially single-handedly for many years.  After a long debate, it 

was agreed that the position of Past Chairman should continue until the 2018 AGM, where it should be 

reviewed, and could then possibly be terminated.  The club expressed its appreciation for Colin’s 

contributions and expertise, particularly in regard to his liaison with the management of Northmead Mall, 

which we believe has led to their favourable consideration in providing us with ongoing rent-free tenancy.    

Rules And Operating Procedures 

At the 2017 AGM the perennial issues of some people running their trains in ways which interfered with or 

inconvenienced other members of the club had been raised. ColinTT had undertaken to review the club 

Rules and produce Operating Procedures.  Colin drafted a document, which he distributed to club members 

via email ahead of the SGM for comment.  One member had been particularly vociferous in his criticism of 

the detail of the draft document, as a result of which it had already been revised before submission to the 

SGM.   There was further discussion of the document, before it was accepted in general principle, and the 

committee was tasked with developing it further. 

A separate Procedure for Powering-Up and Turning Off the DCC Layouts had also been produced, in 

response to the observation that there were some newer club members / key holders who were not aware 

of how to or the need for powering-up or turning off the system in a particular way, and that on numerous 

occasions the system had either been left on, or incorrectly or only partially turned off.  This Procedure will 

be available and displayed at the club, to be used as a reference by such members. 

Module Construction Standards 

Standards for the production of modules for the club exist and are available on the club website.  What was 

under discussion was the issue of the guidelines for what should be produced, its functionality, and that the 

conceptual ideas should be subject to review by the Committee before the modeller proceeds.  Although 

Jimmy had withdrawn his draft procedure after it had become “an issue”, it was felt that there was merit in 

following this route, and that the Committee should proceed with finalising a Procedure along these lines.    
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Tenancy in Shop 23 at Northmead Mall 

There have been a few enquiries by prospective tenants interested in renting Shop 23 from NMM, but these 

appear now to have fallen away.  ColinTT, who has been in regular liaison with the mall management, is 

confident that our current tenancy of Shop 23 will remain in place.  Meanwhile, the Committee is aware of 

the need to explore other options. 

Other Matters 

The issue of “pensioner rates” was briefly discussed, and it was agreed that those who qualified and felt 

that they needed to request a reduction in their annual subscription should make representation to the 

Committee in this regard, although some members were opposed to this view. 

The poor attendance at Outside Visits recently arranged by the club was discussed. It was agreed that there 

was value in continuing with the arrangement of Outside Visits, particularly to layouts that have not been 

visited before, and that the Committee should continue to arrange such visits. 

The value of holding workshops, both for general maintenance purposes as well as to provide training 

opportunities in various disciplines for newer members, was agreed.     

 

KEY DUTY MEMBERS NEEDED! 

The EMRIG Club is based in Shop No. 23 at Northmead Mall in Benoni. 

Members come and run their model trains on the extensive layouts, socialise, share ideas, 

and constantly maintain and update the modules. 

It opens to the public on Wednesday mornings (09:00 to 12:00) and on Saturdays (from 

09:00 to about 16:00).  For this to happen, Members volunteer for the Duty Roster to share 

the task of opening up and closing at the end of the session. 

We are asking for more volunteers to take turns on the Duty Roster. 

No previous experience is required, as you will receive the necessary training on how to 

carry out this duty [keys, switching the layout on and off, etc…] 

Please contact one of the following if you can help: 

Terrence Marx:           tmarx@942.co.za  

Glynn Chamberlain:    glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Brian Dawson:            brian.dawson@iafrica.com  

 

mailto:tmarx@942.co.za
mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
mailto:brian.dawson@iafrica.com
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My Operations Adventures – Vol. 3 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

Hello again one and all. Well I certainly hope these articles are giving you more interest in the Operations 

side of model railroading, although we are not there just yet... For those reading this for the first time, 

please read the previous two newsletters which will help you understand this point.  

So, last month we got to the stage below. All the dots represent towns I have catered for on the layout. The 

ones with no names we continue to discuss in this article, I will talk about the last two towns to be named, 

and then the “visible” staging. 

 

There was one more “town” as such between Columbia falls and Essex. Looking at the exploded view of the 

system map from the previous newsletter, I eventually chose “Belton” which is also known as “West Glacier 

Park” (WGP). Why exactly this town? Well, I wanted another Amtrak stop. Basically there were three Amtrak 

stops so far; Whitefish, Essex and East Glacier Park. So again, Googling Amtrak and their station stops for 

the route, I found the following: - 

  

and so, West Glacier Park was born. 
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Now west of Whitefish, I have literally one passing siding and it will never be a town. One of the reasons is 

that I feel it is ultra-close to Whitefish and no sooner do you get on the road as such, and you arrive in that 

town. No sense of travel! But! I needed a passing siding, to allow trains leaving staging and Whitefish to 

pass each other and give operational interest. If I had a dart, it may have helped, however I simply looked 

on the system map for a town midway between the staging town and Whitefish.  Radnor was it. 

Staging 

Now we come to the two towns representing the start and end of the visible towns on the layout, and 

arguably the most difficult section to understand.  Staging! 

Staging is normally hidden, or out of the way, where trains have been “pre-prepared” and are waiting for 

their appearance on the layout at a specific time. For instance, from both ends of the layout, I have one 

Amtrak passenger train, one Manifest train and one Intermodal ready to make their way across the layout at 

some time during the session. There are many different types of Staging. Some have it hidden in a separate 

room, some have it on a different level and normally covered over by the main part of the layout. My 

staging is what you call “Visible” staging. As the name implies, the trains are visible and accessible all the 

time. 

During an operating session, one of the operators will be given a train to run which originates from the 

staging area. They will receive a card, informing them what train they are running, where from and where to, 

the loco number, and instructions on what to do during the run across the division. More of this in later 

newsletters though. 

So - I have my visible staging with multiple tracks, what do I call the towns? Again, referring to the system 

map in last month’s newsletter, and the town to the West was called “Stryker” and the Town to the East 

“Browning”. Why is this all so confusing? Well, it depends how you look at the Staging. A train heading west 

has its head end in Stryker ready to head west past Radnor and Whitefish. However, at the other end of the 

staging the train has just arrived in to Browning from East Glacier Park!  And, vice versa. 

So, a train leaves Stryker, goes past Radnor, into Whitefish. It will probably do some switching there. Then 

will continue to Columbia Falls, West Glacier Park, Essex, East Glacier Park and finally back into Browning to 

park. The magic is that once the train is in, the head end is again set up ready for a trip in the same 

direction for the next day or next operating session as such. 

Some folk have staging in reverse loops. This means the trains reach the end of their run and go into a 

“reverse loop” type staging. What this does is set up the train to return back from the town it went to, for 

later in the day or the next session. This is unlike mine, where the train re-stages itself for the next 

operating session. 

So to be honest, for the Visible staging of Stryker and Browning, the track plan is exactly the same because 

they ARE the same. To understand this graphically, looking at our small system map, we have added Stryker, 

Browning, Radnor and West Glacier Park. If we stretch this out to a straight line and draw the yard layout, it 

now looks like this: - 
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____________________________________________________________________________ 

Now, let’s remove the entire layout between the two staging towns as below: - 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Now, we pull the two staging towns together as below: - 

 

_________________________________________________________________ 

They now start overlapping: - 
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_____________________________________________________________________ 

And magically, we have made two towns into one visible staging area representing the two ends of the 

layout as below: - 

 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lastly to some photos: -  

Depending how you look at it, this is either Browning West, or Stryker West. The locomotives at the top (left) 

side of the yard are trains that have arrived from Chicago and are about to make their way around the 

layout heading to 

Seattle. On the 

tracks below (to the 

right) with just 

wagons showing, 

these are trains that 

have arrived from 

Seattle after 

traveling over the 

layout and 

theoretically will be 

continuing their trip 

to Chicago, however, 

we have just 

automatically re-

staged the layout for the next operations session in the future. 
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Lastly, the other side 

of the staging. Either 

Stryker East, or 

Browning East.  

The wagons (on right, 

closest to the 

backdrop) are the 

rear end of the trains 

that are about to 

make their way 

westwards to Seattle 

over the layout from 

Chicago, and the 

locomotives at the 

bottom are the trains about to head out eastwards towards 

Chicago.  

With reference to the photo on the right, this gives one 

more final overview of the visible staging in its entirety. 

Depending how you look at this particular scene, if it were 

Browning, it would be the West side of Browning nearest us 

and trains coming towards us would be going west over the 

layout towards Seattle. 

If this was Stryker, it would be West Stryker and trains 

arriving below us would “theoretically” arrive from Seattle, 

and in the distance they would be heading out over the 

layout heading east to Chicago. 

Okay folks, another rather lengthy article where I hope I 

have not bored you or confused the hell out of you. The aim 

is that, when I start getting into the actors of the session, the 

train operations, you will be able to understand the towns I 

am referring to and what is theoretically going on. 

So till next month, keep on modelling. 
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Silent No More 

By John Burkhardt 

Converting the LIMA SAR CLASS 5E1 – Part 4 

4. Final Test & Programming 

I assume that you have done all the connections as described in Part 3 of this series – however assumption 

is the mother of disaster so I advise you, if you have already put the body shells back on the chassis, to open 

the locos again and double check the connections. 
 

Check that all wheels picking up on the right are connected to the red, and those on the left to the black 

decoder wire. For that use a VOM, which hopefully has a continuity buzzer, indicating a closed circuit with a 

sound. So when you touch a wheel on one side of the lash up with the one probe, no wheel touched on the 

opposite side should result in the VOM buzzing. Equally make sure that when you touch the one probe to 

one of the motor brushes (orange or grey) and the other to the pickup wheels, that you  get no buzz. That 

will indicate that we have no cross talk between pickup and motor leads. 

 

Last but not least, cast a probing look through a magnifying glass over the little PC boards we made up for 

our wire connections, and make sure that there is no hair line bridging of solder between traces, and all 

should now be AOK. 

 

However we will get our final confirmation that our wiring is sound when we now place the unit on a ser-

vice mode programming track and try to read the decoder’s address, which should come up as the factory 

default 03. Any other read-out than a numeral from 1-254 would indicate an error, sending the unit back to 

the workshop! The decoder should not have been harmed if it has only been exposed to the limited current 

the programmer can emit, giving us another chance to find and remove the fault. 

 

           

5. Decoder Choice 
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Because I started taking photographs and writing these articles together with an install in a modeller’s units, 

I forgot to deal with this important subject as of course I had already made that decision when presented 

with that model. That unit was a power/dummy set, and halfway through the exercise I had a second re-

quest for a conversion on a set of two powered models. This made me realise that there is a permutation of 

decoder/speaker combinations that I dealt with in the installation procedures, but I have never spelt out 

what we need for which combination. 

 

Firstly as in SA there is really only one decoder make available that provides the basic Electric Loco sounds 

needed to simulate our E units, the choice is easy – ESU LokSound V4.0.  If our model set is a power/dummy 

set, then all we need is the LSV4.0 and an additional speaker, to place one in each unit and connect them in 

series as described in the instructions in part 3.  If the set is made up of two powered units, then I found 

rarely a set where the combined current draw of the two motors is within the capabilities of a single LSV4.0 

and it is safer to drive the second unit’s motor with an ESU LokPilot V4.0 (motor/functions only, no sound). 

Yes we can use any other make/model of decoder, but to obviate a lot of fiddling in speed matching it is 

simpler to use the LPV4.0 as it is the identical device to the motor control unit in the LSV4.0, and in addition 

has a CV which, if programmed with the correct value, will delay moving off to match the LSV4.0’s start up 

delay exactly.   

 

However, you want to first set the BEMF parameters for best running and you do that by programming CV54 

with zero, then place the loco on the main and press F1. The unit will take off like a scolded cat, so make 

sure you have 1m+ free track, and when the unit comes to a standstill the BEMF settings are as close as can 

be. If you’re doing a P/D set then that is all that you have to program specially other than your preferred 

settings. If you are doing a P/P set with the LP in the second unit, then in the LSV4.0 you need to program 

CV31 = 16, CV32 = 02, CV270 = 01 and in the LPV4.0 program CV252 a value that will delay the LP for the 

time period the LS takes from switch on to actual movement based on a calc that each number adds 0.07” 

delay time, i.e. a value of 50 to delay the LP start up by 3.5 seconds. 

 

Last but not least – all P/D sets that I’ve worked on had poor pulling power, and to boot were missing trac-

tion tyres. The best matched tyre I’ve found to date is ROCO part No 40071 – and added lead in the P-unit! 

                   
 

Next Month I will tell you about my recent visit to Miniatur Wunderland  in Hamburg Germany, and in the 

months to follow I’ll endevour to show you some options to mechanically converting the locos  we have 

worked on to date, to state of the art running characteristics with improved traction performance. 

John Burkhardt – 2017.09.03 
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Visit to the Isle of Wight Steam Railway (IWSR) – Part 1 

By John Henry 

Our recent visit to England was solely planned to see our children and grandchildren again after a few years 

of absence. However, fate looked kindly upon us from a railway point of view, and we were privileged to 

visit the Isle of Wight on a bright and sunny last day of July 2017.  

If you ever have the opportunity to visit here, be well prepared and make the most of the time available.  

Tip no. 1 is to travel here in the British summer, as the sun rises about 5 in the morning and sets at about 10 

at night.  That means you have plenty of opportunity for viewing time.  And ... of course it's summer. 

Island entry points 

Ostensibly there are three major ports of entry into the Isle of Wight from the mainland by ferry, notably 

from Lymington to Yarmouth, from Southampton to East Cowes (where the first railway connection was to 

Newport in 1862 - now not in use), and from Portsmouth to Ryde Pier (where the second line was opened 

to Shanklin in 1864 and soon thereafter to Ventnor - now not in use by ISWR), or else by hovercraft from 

Southsea to Ryde Esplanade.  The mainland ports are also served by British Railways if you wish to walk on 

board the ferry and catch a train or bus on the Isle or just walk around in the town served by the ferry or 

hovercraft.  This would be the preferred way to arrive, as the parking rates at the ferry ports are 

astronomical.  Ferry information is available from the following sources- 

hovertravel.co.uk 

redfunnel.co.uk 

wightlink.co.uk 

 

 
FLTR: The Wightlink ferry, the sea view from the ferry front deck, and Ellen enjoying a cup of coffee on board. 
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Routes to IWSR 

The quickest route to the current IWSR is the ferry crossing to Ryde, then the Island Line electric train from 

Ryde to Shanklin, where you will disembark at Smallbrook Junction (way before Shanklin) and walk to the 

IWSR Smallbrook Station (there is no road or footpath access other than by Island Line), and either await 

your train or board your train during the small window period when it has stopped.  The line runs strictly to 

timetable and waits for no man.  Fortunately, you do not wait too long in the holiday season, as at least two 

trains run between Smallbrook Junction and Wootton the whole day long, thereby ensuring a maximum 

waiting time of 30 minutes. Your journey now commences at Smallbrook Junction on the 'Down' run. 

Ellen and I drove onto the ferry from Lymington and crossed to Yarmouth, choosing to drive across the Isle.  

This is the longest route to the IWSR, but arguably by far the most scenic.  Yarmouth is a vibrant little 

coastal harbour town with a large yachting basin catering for all kinds of water sports and entertainment.  A 

multitude of quaint little shops serve the public, with any variety of home brewed beer, coffee, clothing, 

gifts, and all sorts of paraphernalia too much to mention.  You could spend the whole day just shopping and 

exploring this town.   

If you have time, an hour or so will be well spent at the Fort Victoria model train layout hall, where a 

mixture of OO British and European locos and trains are run.  Due to time constraints, we did not go to this 

venue (maybe a future visit here is in the offing). 

If you elect to walk onto the Lymington ferry, you can still travel to the ISWR by bus which is the No.  9 to 

Wootton, between Newport and Ryde.   From there it is a short walk to Wootton Station, where you can sit 

in the picnic area waiting for your train if it is not already there. 

If you have landed at Cowes by ferry on foot, you take the bus to Wootton.  Alternatively, drive to Wootton 

yourself.  All three routes present beautiful scenic environments and are well signposted.  Top speed 

allowed is 40mph. 

Tip no. 2…  Do not go into money exchange shock.  Go on line timeously and book your ferry ride at a 

discounted price for as early as possible in the day, with return as late as possible (same price and see web 

address above).  Also buy your discounted ISWR All Day Rover ticket on line (Standard or 1st class, your 

choice, through www.iwsteamrailway.co.uk).  This allows you to board the train as many times as you 

possibly can for the day at any station on the IWSR, going 'Up' or 'Down'.  After all, you would like to be 

behind as many different steam locomotives as possible.  We bought Standard All Day Rover tickets, and 

enjoyed the day equally as well.  PS - leave the dog at home, or pay £3 standard or £5 1st class! (I won't 

even tell you what the ferry line charges for dogs!)  If you buy your tickets at the gate, they are not 

discounted AS PER ON LINE PRICES including the Rover tickets. 

Besides admission to all stations, your Rover ticket gives you free admission to all the attractions at 

Havenstreet Station, such as Train Story, the small artefacts museum with a well-modelled section of the old 

Ventnor Station, a second hand bookshop with a static OO shelf layout of the old original IWSL railway 

including the now discontinued lines, children's play area, carriage and wagon workshop, a walkway lined 

with old locomotives and carriages, a railway gift and model shop, FREE car park (a rarity in the UK 

excepting for forested areas), and a heritage vehicle display. 

http://www.iwsteamrailway.co.uk/
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History of IWSR 

The last steam train on the old Isle of Wight railway lines ran in 1966 between Ryde and Shanklin. A group 

of teenagers from London formed the Wight Locomotive Society aiming to preserve at least one locomotive 

and a representative selection of coaches.  They managed in 1967 to acquire from British Railways, and save 

from the scrapyard, the 0-4-4T steam locomotive Calbourne.  This locomotive had first run on the Isle in 

1925.  It, and some carriages they acquired, lay in storage at Newport, the previous hub of the old Isle 

railway system, until 24 January 1971, when it steamed into Havenstreet with its first three passenger 

coaches, just hours before the scrap merchants cut up the rails behind it from Newport to the old Wootton 

Station.  (This loco is regarded as the flagship of the IWSR.  Sadly we would not see her run as she is 

currently undergoing extensive axle box repairs).   

 

Calbourne on wooden plinths and jacks with dropped wheelset for repairs. 
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It was allowed to operate between Wootton and Havenstreet, and renamed as the Isle of Wight Steam 

Railway.  This section has only 1⅝ miles of track length.  The original Havenstreet Station, after 1926 

amendments, was only a long island platform with a loop line and a station building, and was closed in 1966.  

It was reopened in 1971 by the Isle of Wight Steam Railway, and is now its official headquarters from which 

all operations are co-ordinated. In 1980 a locomotive workshop was constructed to provide under-cover 

accommodation for maintenance, with sidings parallel to the platform leading to it. For practical safety 

reasons, the public is excluded from entering the locomotive workshop itself, but from the fenced-off area 

you can watch the locomotives being coaled and serviced using the pits outside the works.  

 

FLTR: LBSCR Stroudley W8 “Freshwater” 0-6-0T, Hunslett Austerity WD198 0-6-0ST, LBSCR Stroudley W11 

“Newport” 0-6-0T 

The rides 

Our first 'Down' ride (east to west) was on the smallest section of track from Havenstreet Station to 

Wootton Station.  The original Wootton Station no longer exists, as it used to be under a motor carriage 

bridge in a cutting.  The entrance to the tunnel has been shored up with sand and grass and no rail traffic 

can move beyond this point anymore.  We do know there is no longer any track at the other side of the 

cutting/bridge.  At the end of the line there is enough space for the locomotive to uncouple from the train 

and cross a set of points, which allows it to use the loop back past the train and through another set of 

points, to engage the train from the other side for the return trip.   

Our first loco trip was on an Ivatt Standard Class 2 2-6-2T built in 1951, locomotive No. 41298.  After some 

ten minutes or so, having coupled up again, with passengers having disembarked and some having boarded 

here from the car park, some from the No. 9 bus from Yarmouth and some from one or both of the pubs 

close by about 250 yards or so away (very difficult to conceal takeaway pints!), we were ready to begin our 

'Up' trip from Wootton to Havenstreet.   
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The magical sounds of water being pumped by the steam injector, and the short engagement of the blower, 

was refreshingly different from the diesel sounds of the mainland DMUs, only disturbed by intermittent 

shovel sounds as coal was masterfully distributed into the belly of the firebox by the fireman.  Two short 

bursts from the whistle signalled imminent departure as the conductor waved his green signal flag.  This 

was soon followed by the slow chuff-chuff from the smokestack as the steam engaged the Walschaerts 

valve gear after the forward gear lever had been selected and the steam regulator progressively opened by 

the driver, until the chuff-chuff turned into a bark-bark.  Our safety valve steam feather trailed at least a 

yard long for the first quarter of a mile as we passed over the 'Long Curve'.  Then we settled into a virtually 

silent coasting mode for about a hundred yards or so before a more subdued bark took over again. 

 

The countryside of this farming community is amazing, and we went through several cuttings with 
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pastureland ever so often interspersed with dense trees and other vegetation. The train applied its brakes 

as we came downhill into Havenstreet and it gently slowed down.  For the sake of brevity, I shall just 

mention that our ticket was clipped again in order to continue the ride to Ashey Station and Smallbrook 

Junction.  The uphill barks were pleasant to listen to on the mostly uphill section to Ashey Station.  There a 

few folk disembarked with large picnic baskets and blankets, and some with lots of walking gear set out on 

footpaths.  Note that this station is only stopped at by request.  

Ashey Station was built in the early 1960's, is surrounded by open countryside, and is only accessible by 

train or on foot as there is no road access or parking.  

The departure procedure was similar to that from Wootton Station as we climbed out of Ashey Station 

toward the summit of the IWSR line.  The regulator was closed a bit as we crossed under the Deacon's Lane 

bridge and adjusted for a slight climb towards the Ashey Road bridge, which is known as ‘Long Arch’ due to 

the fact that this lies at a 45-degree angle across the railway line, making it the longest bridge on the IWSR 

system and the closest to being a tunnel.  Coasting along easily we crossed Whitefield crossing, the 

Monktonmead Brook bridge and Calloways crossing, all the way gently applying brakes with a warning 

whistle that we were coming to the end of the line at Smallbrook Junction.  We and some other passenger 

disembarked to admire the loco, the carriages and the station environment.  Some went on to walk to the 

Island Line connection.  Here many passengers from the Island Line route embarked to travel to Havenstreet 

Station. 

 

FLTR: Main island platform Havenstreet Station; carriage view from Wootton; bookshop and model railway 

layout building.  

Havenstreet is the heart of the IWSR.  This is where you find a variety of original locomotives, the Train 

Story Discovery Centre, railway offices, the signal box, refreshments, the ticket office, the railway gift and 

model shop, the small artefacts museum, the carriage and wagon workshop, and the locomotive repair 

workshop.  From the aforementioned, in no way can the avid steam enthusiast, and indeed the modeller 
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too, visit the ISWR for less than a full day!  Suffice it to state that we could not, and after the last steam train 

uncoupled from the carriages all activities were wound down quickly, with many similarly reluctant visitors 

returning to the car park with bags of railway modelling gifts and mementos.      

(To be continued next month….) 

 

Know Your New Committee Member 

Short Personal Biography – Margaret Wynne 

EMRIG Committee Member Biography   Margaret Wynne: Portfolio = Secretary 

Marital Status: Married to David (46 years) 

Children: Two daughters (in Cape Town and Durban) 

Background 

I guess I have to be called a model train enthusiast by osmosis! David has always loved steam engines and 

trains; firstly as a child, then he did some dabbling when we had pre-teen children at home in the 1980s and 

recently he started again now that we are retired, have grandchildren and there is plenty of railway time.  

I have volunteered to assist wherever I can with the Secretarial duties of EMRIG. This will involve getting to 

know the Committee Members better, and understanding what the job really entails, now that e-mails play 

such a huge role in communications. 

Do you have your own layout at home? 

David has taken over our back bedroom (3m x 4m) for his “Train Room.” When he wrote his biography at 

the beginning of this year it was non-operational, under renovation and re-design, and quite messy! But not 

so now! After much thought and work, the old English countryside (Knaresborough Station) layout has gone, 

and in its place a lovely [modular] industrial theme, with power station, refinery, old dilapidated coal mine 

shaft, operational mine, school and some village buildings. Mountains add height and ruggedness. 

As I had faithfully promised I’d help with some of the top artwork (with my geological background) there is 

also a collapsed sinkhole (more a mining subsidence, actually) causing much consternation in a main tar 

road plus mountain rockslide and road closures… such fun to help him with the scenery! 

As our home layout is along three walls, there is not a huge amount of scope for operating trains… because 

of this David enjoys coming to EMRIG to have more operating space, to meet lovely like-minded people who 

know lots about modelling, and to interact with the public who usually want to learn. I visit when I can. Of 

course, for both of us the objective above all is to have fun!  

What gauge(s) and nationalities do you operate?  

David operates 00 - gauge British, focussing on Northern England. Personally, I am more a fan of the N - 
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gauge, as I see much potential for home modellers using this scale to build a layout in a confined space. 

Do you allow your children / grandchildren to play with your trains? 

Yes, when they are here. 

What do you really want to see happen next? 

For David and I to continue having fun with the hobby, but not accumulate too much additional “stuff!” 

 

Report on Slide Show / Talk by Bruce Evans 

By Margaret Wynne 

 

A MOST INTERESTING 

TALK … 

 “CHINA – THE LAST 

STEAM WONDERLAND: 

1989 to 2012.” 

By BRUCE EVANS 

 

 

On 19 August Mr Bruce Evans, an avid traveller, train spotter and photographer, gave a talk to the Saturday 

Afternoon Group [SAG] Model Train Club on “China – the Last Steam Wonderland: 1989 to 2012” at the St 

Andrews Church in Suideroord, Johannesburg.  

Brian Dawson, the SAG Host on this occasion, kindly made sure that all EMRIG members and friends were 

invited too. What a super idea to have a combined afternoon, where we could meet new like-minded 

modellers and make new friends.  

Bruce started off by presenting a concise history of China from the early 1900’s, depicting what was 

happening on the political and railway transportation front. He pointed out that in Europe steam railways 

were predominantly for passengers, in America for freight transportation, but in China it is used for both.  

He explained how each of the Class designations (e.g. the JS’s, the SY’s etc… he discussed fourteen in all) 

was given for a communist party Cultural Revolution slogan in Chinese.  

For example the  QJ (Chinese: 前进; pinyin: Qián Jìn; literally: "To go forward or to advance") was a type 

of heavy freight steam locomotive used by China Railways. The majority were built by the Datong 

locomotive factory. 

https://www.revolvy.com/topic/Simplified%20Chinese%20characters&item_type=topic
https://www.revolvy.com/topic/Pinyin&item_type=topic
https://www.revolvy.com/topic/Steam%20locomotive&item_type=topic
https://www.revolvy.com/topic/China%20Railways&item_type=topic
https://www.revolvy.com/topic/Datong%20locomotive%20factory&item_type=topic
https://www.revolvy.com/topic/Datong%20locomotive%20factory&item_type=topic
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An attentive audience at Bruce Evans’ slide show on the wonders of steam in China. 

Bruce’s talk covered the period 1989 to 2012. As a Civil Engineer, Bruce was working in Taiwan and Thailand 

on large rail projects during these years, so found it relatively easy to get to China to seek out many places 

in that vast country where steam was running, and take the most amazing photographs.  

He explained that each trip (about 46 in all) had to be carefully planned, and he sought out the best guides, 

but all this hard work meant he got to many obscure corners of China, not just hoping for a good mainline 

sighting, but knowing where the various Classes of standard gauge locomotive were working in industry, 

and managed to visit open cast coal mines, steelworks, and maintenance sheds etc.  

 

 

 

L to R: Bruce Evans, his Chinese 

interpreter and a regular China rail travel 

friend from Melbourne, Australia. 

The young Chinese lady was their helper 

for a few days in that area – she was a 

tourism student with a good knowledge 

of English. The photograph was taken 

around 2000. 
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The Datong locomotive works [in Shanxi province in northern China, bordering Inner Mongolia] was another 

place Bruce visited a number of times. Here they produced the QJ Class locomotive from about 1959 until 

the 1980’s. One of the special things about China was that steam was being used right into this millennium, 

whereas elsewhere in the world it had been almost completely surpassed by diesel-electric and electric 

engines. 

 

 

An example of a QJ locomotive in China (photo from the web.) 

Nearly all Bruce’s photos were taken in the winter months, so plenty of spectacular steam and smoke 

billowing out, snow blanketing the ground, ice clinging to the wheels and cow-catchers and everywhere 

looking quite bleak! Bruce said it was indeed very cold, especially in the north of the country, but with 

suitable clothing and an external battery source, kept under his jacket next to his body for warmth and 

connected to his camera with a cable, he managed well. 

At the end of the talk we were all treated to cooldrinks, tea and coffee and a selection of delicious eats. 

Well done to the SAG organisers for a truly enjoyable eye-opening afternoon. 

 

  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge. 

By Karel (Kallie) van Breda 

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours board 

• 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

• 2015 November Niel Wilson 

• 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=OyBdJ6gp&id=082E7BBA9C19CDCB7A25FE32AE68F8AA04FC92E6&thid=OIP.OyBdJ6gpAW7fKQAjvmo3sAEsDB&q=QJ+locomotives+in+China&simid=607998552817405418&selectedIndex=4
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• 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

• 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

• 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

• 2016 April  Peter Fish 

• 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

• 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

• …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… (no newsletters, change of Editor…) 

• 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

• 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

• 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

• 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 

• 2017 July   Kobus Pelser (Part 3) 

• 2017 August  Doug Buchanan didn’t write, and now needs to donate to charity! 

THE SISHEN – SALDANHA LINE 

What we know today as the iron ore line, also known as the Orex Line, has been operating for the last 41 

years on the original line. Construction started on 1 June of 1973, with the line completed and the first train 

arriving in Saldanha on 26 September 1976. 

But how did it happen that they built this line and were not utilizing the existing railway network that was 

already in place at the time?   

So where and how did it all start? 

Dr Hendrik van der Bijl was the driving force behind establishing ISCOR with production plants in Pretoria, 

Vanderbijl Park and Newcastle. In 1953 Iscor started mining ore near Sishen in the Northern Cape. Due to 

the depletion of some iron reserves in the 1960’s and the discovery of a 4000 million ton deposit of high-

grade iron ore near Sishen, the feasibility of a new large scale iron-ore export project was investigated. The 

result being that Saldanha Bay was chosen as the best export harbour. The railway line connecting the iron-

ore mines with the harbour was built as a result. 
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Kumba Ore Mining      Iron ore from Sishen 

 
The line was built by Iscor, opening in 1976. In 1977 the line was transferred to South African Railways & 

Harbours and a decision was made to electrify the line. A voltage of 50Kv AC was chosen instead of the 

usual 25 Kv in order to haul heavier loads and to allow a larger distance between transformers. 

A single-track line with ten passing loops to allow trains travelling in opposite directions to pass was 

constructed. Since then the number of loops has been increased to 19 to increase the line capacity. From an 

altitude of 1295 meters at Sishen the line climbs for 42 km, before descending to cross the Orange river 

about 10 km downstream from Groblershoop. For the next 300 km the line rises and falls before descending 

towards the coast. The line crosses the Olifants River on a 1035 meter long viaduct between Vredendal and 

Lutzville and reaches the coast about 160km north of Saldanha. From there the line follows a coastal route. 

South African railway men do things BIG, and it doesn’t get bigger than the Sishen-Saldanha line. So in 1989 

the longest and heaviest train in the world made history on this line. “The Monster”, as it was dubbed, 

consisted of 660 fully-laden ore trucks, pulled by nine electric locomotives, and pushed by seven diesel 

engines, together with three other cars (carrying diesel and spares).   The train left Sishen at 12:45 on 

Saturday 26 August and ended up in Saldanha on Sunday 27 August that afternoon at 15:40.  The train was 

7,5 kilometres (4.69 miles) in length, and carried 68 640 tonnes of ore, enough to fill one ship in Saldanha.  

The gross mass of the train was 71 210 ton. Its maximum speed was 80km/h, with an average speed of 

38,04km/h over the distance. 

Seven years in the planning, SAR&H had everything ready for that weekend’s bid for a place in the Guinness 

Book of Records as having run the longest and heaviest train ever assembled. The trucks pulled and pushed 

by the 16 Class 9E electric and diesel locomotives, would dwarf the 1967 feat of an American train of 500 

coal trucks pulled a distance of 252km. 

Nightmares do have silver linings, railwaymen discovered that weekend. Just 6 ½ hours before “The 

Monster” was due to depart, disaster struck. As it was being coupled early on a Sunday morning for a 6am 

start, a fully-laden truck jumped the rails, ploughed through three sets of railway lines and wrecked their 

meticulous planning. The unforeseen mishap had SAR&H engineers tearing their hair out under the 

northern Cape sun.  It took another record of sorts to pull it together again. 

Railway men, helped by mine personnel, rebuilt the railway line to allow the train to leave at 12:45 the 

following Saturday. According to SAR&H officials the repair time was “remarkable” and involved just about 
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every person at the depot as they witnessed the train leaving Sishen. 

On its journey it generated sufficient power to light a city the size of Port Elizabeth. 

Initial “regular” train lengths consisted of three class 9E electric locomotives, hauling 210 type CR ore 

wagons with a payload of 80 tons. Upgraded wagons now carry 100 tons. Train lengths have since been 

increased to 342 wagons employing Radio Distributed Power (RDP) technology. These trains have 8 

locomotives, a mix of electric and diesel-electric and 342 wagons, with a total mass of 41 400 tonnes, and 

are 3 780 meters long. More than 3 000 of these RDP trains have been operated since their launched in 

December 2007. 

 

Ore train being loaded at Sishen   The record breaker 

 

  

Trains arrive in Saldanha at the offloading terminal 
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15E with Class 43 Diesel 

And accidents do happen… 

On July 22 2010, just outside Vredendal, 107 ore wagons out of 342 derailed with 2 locos (1x Electric, 1x 

Diesel) seriously damaged.  
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The old SAR&H colours… 

 

…With the new colours from Transnet 

 

 

 

SAR Class 9E Series 1 no. E9003   
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CR Wagon B 100 ton payload 

 

CR 60 A 100 ton payload 

Here are some interesting facts about the Port… 

Significant capital has been spent to increase iron ore exports from the deep-water port to meet the 

growing demand. The infrastructure’s set to further expand as the port is gearing up to increase capacity on 

the rail line in the future. Current infrastructure at the port comprises two rotary tipplers, four stacker/ re-

claimers, two ship-loaders and 25 conveying systems, providing the terminal with a capacity to load 10 000 

tonnes per hour into a vessel. 

Operating 24/7, the ore quay at Saldanha has two berths where two vessels of 310 000 DWT can 

simultaneously berth at the iron ore jetty. 

From arrival to departure – including piloting, berthing, loading, draft survey and de-berthing – an ore 

vessel carrying 170 000 tonnes will be in Saldanha Bay for just 24 hours. A vessel carrying 210 000 tonnes 

will spend 32 hours in the port, while a vessel carrying 240 000 tonnes of ore will be there for 48 hours. 
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Saldanha Bay Port is bigger than Durban, Cape Town’s Table Bay, Richards Bay and Port Elizabeth’s harbours 

combined.  Saldanha Port Operations submits an annual Environmental Report in line with the Global 

Reporting Initiative. It respects that it is located in an ecologically sensitive area, and takes all measures 

possible to manage the area responsibly. 

In 2011, 37 100 000 tons of iron ore was exported by Kumba from Saldanha Bay to customers in countries 

and regions around the world (approximately 1000 train loads of ore). 

And the few photos that I managed to capture… it is difficult to photograph a train of this length… but 

suffice it to say, it is long… 

A Great challenge for the modeller…….!!!   

KALLIE HAS NOW CHALLENGED CARL ANDREWS TO WRITE AN ARTICLE…. CARL, WE WILL LOOK FORWARD 

TO HEARING ALL ABOUT YOUR RECENT TRIP TO ENGLAND IN THE OCTOBER NEWSLETTER! 

 

 Upcoming Duty Roster:- 

 

For ease of reference, we include here the duty roster up to the end of the following month for the 

respective newsletter published.  Below is the Duty Roster till the end of October. 

Cell numbers have been removed due to this newsletter being in public domain; however, these are on the 

full duty roster list on the noticeboard at the club if required. 

As always, if you cannot make your assigned slot, please make a plan to swap with someone. 

  Date Name   Date Name 

1 Sat 2-09 Jimmy M 1 Wed 6-09 UNALLOCATED 

2 Sat 9-09 Terrence M 2 Wed 13-09 Colin A 

3 Sat 16-09 Kobus P 3 Wed 20-09 Dave W 

4 Sat 23-09 Brian D 4 Wed 27-09 UNALLOCATED 

5 Sat 30-09 Colin A 5 Wed 4-10 Brian D 

1 Sat 7-10 William vd B 2 Wed 11-10 Colin A 

2 Sat 14-10 UNALLOCATED 3 Wed 18-10 Dave W 

3 Sat 21-10 Theuns W 4 Wed 25-10 UNALLOCATED 

4 Sat 28-10 Glynn C  Wed 1-11 Brian D 

5 Sat 4-11 Jimmy M 5 Wed 8-11 Colin A 
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Club Diary:- 

 

 Saturday 2nd September, Reefsteamers steam train to Irene 

 Sunday 10th September, Layout Maintenance Workshop at Platform 23 NMM  

 Sunday 17th September, Layout Visit to Ralph Davey (Southern Pacific) 

 Saturday 23rd September, Reefsteamers Heritage Day Special to Magaliesberg 

 Saturday 23rd to Monday 25th September, Centurion Society of Model Engineers – Model 

Engineering Fair at Centurion Lake, including train rides 

 Saturday 30th September, Reefsteamers steam train to Magaliesberg 

 Saturday 7th October, PMTC Swap Meet in Pretoria 

 Saturday 28th October, Reefsteamers Halloween Special to Magaliesberg   

 

Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Terrence Marx       tmarx@942.co.za 

Past Chairman – Colin Tanner-Tremaine     cttremaine@mweb.co.za  

Secretary – Margaret Wynne       mrwynne@icon.co.za 

Treasurer – Jan Kruger        jan.kruger10@gmail.com 

Layout Manager – Niel Wilson       freightcars@gmail.com 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Dave Wynne       davewynne@icon.co.za 

Events Manager – (Colin TT still standing in)…. 

Swap Meet Manager – (Colin TT passing on the baton)….. 

 

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
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Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Bank: -    FNB Northmead Square 

Name: -   Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Account No: -  625 483 74149 

Branch code: -   250 112. Please, DO NOT forget to put your name as reference.  

IMPORTANT NOTE – SUBS FOR 2017 WERE DUE FOR PAYMENT BY END FEBRUARY!! 

IF YOU HAVEN’T PAID YET, YOUR SUBS ARE LONG OVERDUE.  PLEASE NOTE - YOU 
MAY NOT RUN TRAINS AT THE CLUB ROOM IF YOUR SUBS ARE NOT PAID UP!  
PLEASE WEAR YOUR 2017 NAME-TAG TO CONFIRM THAT YOUR SUBS ARE PAID. 

PLEASE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER – CASH DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!! 

 


